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 Introduction

Fuel desulfurization has received worldwide attention
cause environmental regulation of the sulfur limit for
els is becoming increasingly stringent. The EU legislation
t the upper limit of the sulfur content in diesel fuels to

 ppm in 2009 and the US Environmental Protection
ency (EPA) reduced the limit for the sulfur content in

esel fuels to 15 ppm in 2006–2010 [1,2]. Conventional
drodesulfurization (HDS) is more effective for the
moval of aliphatic sulfur compounds than for the
moval of sulfur-containing aromatic compounds, such

 thiophene, benzothiophene, and dibenzothiophene
ries. HDS requires high temperatures and high hydrogen
essures in order to eliminate the alicyclic sulfur
mpounds [3]. Alternative sulfur removal techniques

should be explored. In the past years, ionic liquids have
gained increasing interest due to their unique properties
both as extractant and catalyst [4]. The first attempt of
deep desulfurization using ionic liquids was made by
Bosmann et al. in 2001 [5]. Lo et al. firstly investigated the
removal of sulfur-containing compounds from light oils by
a combination of both chemical oxidation and solvent
extraction using imidazolium-based ionic liquids [6].
Following their reports, sulfur and nitrogen removals by
extraction or oxidative desulfurization using ionic liquids
have been extensively investigated.

Recently, pyridinium-based ionic liquids were
employed to remove sulfur compounds from fuel [7–16].
The mechanism for the extraction of sulfur compounds
with pyridinium-based ionic liquids was proposed as a
possible p–p interaction between aromatic sulfur com-
pounds and the pyridinium rings of ionic liquids.

In 2008, Gao et al. investigated the use of N-butylpyr-
idinium tetrafluoroborate ([BPY]+[BF4]�) as a solvent for
deep desulfurization of fuels [7]. The high extraction of
sulfur compounds with pyridinium-based ionic liquids was
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A B S T R A C T

In an effort to understand the nature of the interactions between pyridinium-based ionic

liquids and thiophenic compounds, the electronic and topological properties of the

interactions between N-butylpyridinium tetrafluoroborate ([BPY]+[BF4]�) and thiophene

(TS), benzothiophene (BT), dibenzothiophene (DBT) have been investigated by density

functional theory. The most stable structure of the [BPY]+[BF4]� ion-pair indicated that

hydrogen bonding interactions between fluorine atoms on [BF4]� anions and C2–H2 on the

pyridinium ring play an important role in the formation of the ion-pair. The NBO and AIM

analyses indicate the occurrence of p–p stacking interactions. The electron density at

bond critical points and Wiberg bond indices are correlated with the interacting distances

of H���F interactions, so electron density and Wiberg bond index can demonstrate the

interacting strength of H���F hydrogen bonds. The interaction energies suggest that DBT

adsorbs prior to the other compounds on N-butylpyridinium tetrafluoroborate ionic liquid.
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scribed to a possible p–p interaction between ionic liquids
nd aromatics. However, the detailed structures and nature
f the interactions between [BPY]+[BF4]� and thiophene
S), benzothiophene (BT), dibenzothiophene (DBT) are still

nknown. Therefore, this work reports an analysis of
tructures of [BPY]+[BF4]�, [BPY]+[BF4]�� TS, [BPY]+[BF4]�

 BT, and [BPY]+[BF4]� � DBT complexes using quantum
hemical calculations. The theoretical results here will
onfirm the formation of hydrogen bonding and p���p
teractions between [BPY]+[BF4]� and TS, BT, DBT at the
olecular level firstly.

. Specification of initial structures

The structures of the N-butylpyridinium cation ([BPY]+),
F4]�, thiophene (TS), benzothiophene (BT), and diben-

othiophene (DBT) are shown in Fig. 1. The [BF4]� anion or/
nd TS, BT, DBT have been gradually placed in different
egions around the [BPY]+ cation to form [BPY]+[BF4]�,

PY]+[BF4]�� TS, [BPY]+[BF4]�� BT, and [BPY]+[BF4]� �
BT for optimization. The most stable structures were
rther employed for NBO and AIM analyses.

. Computational details

All geometric optimizations reported here were per-
rmed at the level of v-B97XD/aug-cc-pVTZ with

pherical-harmonic-type basis functions 5d and 7f. v-
97XD was produced by Head-Gordon and Chai, whose
ork contains empirical dispersion and long-range correc-
ons [17,18]. All the stationary structures have been fully
ptimized without geometrical constraints. A frequency
nalysis was performed on all structures to insure the
bsence of imaginary frequencies. To examine the nature
f interactions, the electronic properties of stationary
oints are illustrated based on natural bond orbital (NBO)
nalysis [19]. These non-local donor–acceptor-orbital
teractions are associated with the delocalization of

lectron density between states i and j in the NBO basis,
s given by:

 2ð Þ ¼ 4Ei j ¼ ni

Fi j

� �2

e j � ei

where ni is the donor orbital occupancy, ei and ej are the
diagonal elements, and Fij is the off-diagonal NBO Fork
matrix element. Intermolecular interactions such as lone
pair ! anti-bonding orbital mixtures are representative of
donor–acceptor bonding, whereas non-Lewis-type (highly
delocalized) interactions such as anti-bond ! anti-bond
orbital mixtures represent effects like resonance stabiliza-
tion. The AIM analysis was used to analyze the nature of
interactions at the same level by AIM2000 package [20,21]
with the wave function-generated results.

The interaction energies between [BPY]+[BF4]� and TS,
BT, DBT were calculated using the following expression:

DE ¼ �fEð½BPY�þ½BF4�� � TS=BT=DBTÞ
� ½Eð½BPY�þ½BF4��Þ þ EðTS=BT=DBTÞ�g

where E([BPY]+[BF4]�� TS/BT/DBT) represents the ener-
gies of [BPY]+[BF4]�� TS, [BPY]+[BF4]� � BT, and
[BPY]+[BF4]� � DBT, E([BPY]+[BF4]�) and E([BPY]+[BF4]�),
E(TS/BT/DBT) the individual energies of [BPY]+[BF4]�, TS,
BT, DBT; DE is the interaction energies between
[BPY]+[BF4]� and TS, BT, DBT. The basis set superposition
error (BSSE) was also considered by the counterpoise
method.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Geometries of [BPY]+[BF4]�, [BPY]+[BF4]�� TS,

[BPY]+[BF4]� � BT and [BPY]+[BF4]�� DBT

In this section, we discussed the most stable geometries
of [BPY]+[BF4]�, [BPY]+[BF4]� � TS, [BPY]+[BF4]�� BT and
[BPY]+[BF4]� � DBT. In order to give a visual understanding
of [BPY]+[BF4]� pair interactions before the design of initial
geometries for the ion-pair, the electrostatic potential for
the most stable geometries of the isolated [BPY]+ cation
and [BF4]� anion were calculated to gain the possible
interaction modes between cation and anion shown in
Fig. 2, respectively. The highly negative regions of the
[BF4]�anion are on the electronegative F atoms, while the
highly positive regions in the [BPY]+ cation are around the
pyridinium ring hydrogen atoms and the butyl hydrogen
atoms. The possible interacting sites on the more positively
charged regions of the [BPY]+ cation and the more
negatively charged regions of the [BF4]� anion have been
taken into consideration for the initial geometry design.
The most stable structure of [BPY]+[BF4]� is shown in
Fig. 3a. It can be found that [BPY]+[BF4]� has five F���H
interactions. The interacting distances are 1.861 Å
(F4���H2), 2.337 Å (F1���H2), 2.246 Å (F2���H71), 2.246 Å
(F1���H71) and 2.506 Å (F4���H81), while the sum of Bondi’s
van der Waals radii of fluorine atom and hydrogen atom
(1.47 Å and 1.20 Å) is 2.67 Å [22]. The short distances of H2
and H71-involved interactions may be ascribed to the
highly positive H2 and H71 due to the withdrawing
electron of the nitrogen atom. A single hydrogen atom may
participate in two hydrogen bonds instead of one. This type
of bonding is called bifurcated hydrogen bonding (three-
center hydrogen bonding) [23]. The results show that H71
and H2 in [BPY]+[BF4]� are involved in the formation of
bifurcated hydrogen bonding. The F���H contacts within the
bifurcated hydrogen bonds are found to be unequivalent in

N
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ig. 1. Structures of (a) N-butylpyridinium([BPY]+) (b) [BF4]� (c)

iophene (TS) (d) benzothiophene (BT) and (e) dibenzothiophene (DBT).



Fig. 2. Electrostatic potentials (ESP) of (a) the [BF4]� anion and (b) the [BPY]+ cation.

Fig. 3. Optimized structures and some interacting distances (Å) of (a) [BPY]+[BF4]�, (b) [BPY]+[BF4]�� TS, (c) [BPY]+[BF4]�� BT, and (d) [BPY]+[BF4]�� DBT.
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rms of the different F���H distances. These deviations
om linearity of the C–H���F angles are common for
ifurcated hydrogen bonds.

The most stable structures of [BPY]+[BF4]� � TS,
PY]+[BF4]� � BT and [BPY]+[BF4]� � DBT are shown in

ig. 3b–3d. Similar results for the strongest hydrogen
onds between one fluorine atom on the [BF4]� anion and
2–H2 on the pyridinium ring were obtained for the above
ree structures. In the most stable [BPY]+[BF4]� � TS,
PY]+[BF4]� � BT and [BPY]+[BF4]�� DBT structures, the

ing planes of TS, BT, DBT and of the pyridinium ring are
arallel to each other, implying that p–p interactions may
ccur. p–p Interaction (also called p–p stacking) refers to
ttractive non-covalent interactions between aromatic
ings. Despite their frequent occurrence, there is no
nifying picture of the factors that contribute to the
teraction, which include electrostatic (quadrapole–

uadrapole, quadrapole–dipole, and dipole–dipole),
ydrophobic, and van der Waals interactions. This is
omplicated by the fact that aromatic rings interact in
everal different conformations, each of which is favored
y a different combination of forces. The face-face stacked,
dge-face stacked, and offset stacked geometries are three
epresentative configurations of p–p interactions [24,25].
s shown in Fig. 3b–3d, the offset parallel stacking
teractions between the pyridinium ring and TS, BT,
BT rings occur. The offset stacked interactions are
ependent on the orientation of the rings; it seems that
e interactions of S1���H91 (3.044 Å), F4���H20 (2.441 Å),

1���H20 (2.403 Å) in [BPY]+[BF4]� � TS, F1���H70 (2.575 Å),
4���H70(2.408 Å), S0���H91 (2.889 Å) in [BPY]+[BF4]� � BT,
3���H90 (2.369 Å), F2���H10 (2.642 Å), F3���H10 (2.365 Å) in
PY]+[BF4]� � DBT may pronouncedly influence the for-
ation of p–p interactions [26]. The interactions of

50���C4 (3.523 Å), C20���C3 (3.224 Å) in [BPY]+[BF4]� � TS,
7a���C4 (3.214 Å) in [BPY]+[BF4]� � BT, C110���C4 (3.205 Å)

 [BPY]+[BF4]� � DBT demonstrate the occurrence of p–p
teractions.

.2. Interaction energies

The interaction energies between [BPY]+[BF4]� and TS,
T, DBT are important factors in reasonable explanations
r the extraction of TS, BT and DBT by [BPY]+[BF4]� ionic

quids. So, we investigated the interaction energies
etween [BPY]+[BF4]� and TS, BT, DBT. Interaction energy
DE) is defined as the difference between the energy
f the appointed complexes and the sum of the energies
f its free fragments. The interaction energies between
PY]+[BF4]� and TS, BT, DBT are 10.29 kcal/mol,

4.59 kcal/mol, and 18.30 kcal/mol, demonstrating that
he magnitude of the interacting energies follows
he trend [BPY]+[BF4]� � TS < [BPY]+[BF4]� � BT < [B-
BPY]+[BF4]�� DBT.

.3. NBO analysis

NBO analyses for TS, BT, DBT, [BPY]+[BF4]�,
PY]+[BF4]� � TS, [BPY]+[BF4]� � BT, and [BPY]+[BF4]� �

BT were carried out to obtain the charge distribution
nd intrinsic properties of the interactions between

[BPY]+[BF4]� and TS, BT, DBT. From NBO atomic charges,
most of the positive charge is focused on the peripheral
hydrogen atoms of the pyridinium ring and the butyl
hydrogen atoms in the [BPY]+ cation, while the [BF4]�

anion preferentially approaches the positively charged
groups, indicating that the electrostatic interaction
between the [BPY]+ cation and the [BF4]� anion is
dominative for the formation of the ion-pair. The sums
of the charges of [BF4]� in [BPY]+[BF4]�, [BPY]+[BF4]� � TS,
[BPY]+[BF4]� � BT, and [BPY]+[BF4]�� DBT are �0.94337,
�0.95082, �0.95787, �0.95663, suggesting that the
negative charges migrate from [BF4]� to other parts. It is
clear that TS, BT, DBT adsorptions on [BPY]+[BF4]�

influence the charge distribution in [BPY]+[BF4]� and TS,
BT, DBT. Compared with the NBO charges, the positive
charge of H and the negative charge of F increase when
they are involved in H���F interactions. The shorter the H���F
contact, the larger the increase in the positive charges of
hydrogen atoms and in the negative charges of fluorine
atoms. The interactions between the F of [BF4]� and TS, BT,
DBT increase the negative charges of F, resulting in the
less negative charge migration of [BF4]� in [BPY]+[BF4]� �
TS (�0.95082), [BPY]+[BF4]�� BT (�0.95787), and
[BPY]+[BF4]� � DBT (�0.95663) in contrast with that of
[BPY]+[BF4]� (�0.94337).

It seems quite well accepted that hydrogen bonding
influences the structures of ionic liquids. The NBO method
can provide information about the interactions in both
filled and virtual orbital spaces that facilitates analysis of
the intermolecular interactions. A second-order perturba-
tion theory analysis of the Fock matrix was carried out to
evaluate donor–acceptor interactions in the NBO basis. In
this analysis, a stabilization energy E(2) related to the
delocalization trend of the electrons from donor to
acceptor orbitals was calculated via perturbation theory.
If the stabilization energy E(2) between a donor bonding
orbital and an acceptor-orbital is large, then there is
a strong interaction between them. Table 1 lists the
selected donor–acceptor interactions in [BPY]+[BF4]�,
[BPY]+[BF4]� � TS, [BPY]+[BF4]� � BT, [BPY]+[BF4]�� DBT
and their second-order perturbation stabilization energies.
As indicated in Table 1, the C2–H2 involved hydrogen
bonds are the strongest, in terms of the large E(2) of
16.67 kcal/mol (LP(F4)!s*(C2–H2)) in [BPY]+[BF4]�,
9.13 kcal/mol (LP(F3)!s*(C2–H2)) in [BPY]+[BF4]� � TS,
7.01 kcal/mol (LP(F3)!s*(C2–H2)) in [BPY]+[BF4]� � BT,
5.38 kcal/mol (LP(F4)!s*(C2–H2)) in [BPY]+[BF4]� � DBT,
in agreement with their short F���H contacts.

The p–p interactions were studied based on the
calculations of the natural bond orbital (NBO) method,
which is now widely used for analyzing chemical bonds in
non-covalent compounds. Table 1 shows that hydrogen
bonding (LP(F)! s*(C–H)), and LP(F)���p occur between
[BPY]+[BF4]� and TS, BT, DBT. The p(p*)!p* interactions
between [BPY]+[BF4]� and TS, BT, DBT indicate the
occurrence of p���p interactions. It is noted that the
charges of sulfur of TS, BT, and DBT are +0.45934, +0.42368
and +0.41332, while the sulfur-involved interactions are
LP(S1)!s*(C9–H91) (0.64 kcal/mol), LP(S1)!p*(C2–N1)
(0.27 kcal/mol) in [BPY]+[BF4]� � TS, LP(S10)!s*(C9–H91)
(2.18 kcal/mol) in [BPY]+[BF4]� � BT, indicating that the



Table 1

Some donor–acceptor interactions in [BPY]+[BF4]�, [BPY]+[BF4]�� TS, [BPY]+[BF4]�� BT, [BPY]+[BF4]�� DBT and their second-order perturbation

stabilization energies, E(2) (kcal/mol).

Donor Acceptor E(2) (kcal/mol) Donor Acceptor E(2) (kcal/mol)

[BPY]+[BF4]�

LP(F1) p*(N1–C2) 1.47 LP(F1) s*(C7–H71) 1.46

LP(F1) s*(C2–H2) 0.31 LP(F1) s*(N1–C2) 0.06

LP(F1) s*(N1–C7) 0.06 LP(F1) s*(C2–C3) 0.08

LP(F3) s*(C2–H2) 0.12 LP(F3) s*(C7–H71) 0.18

LP(F4) s*(C2–H2) 16.67 LP(F4) s*(C8–H81) 1.27

LP(F2) s*(C7–H71) 2.43 LP(F2) s*(C8–C9) 0.18

LP(F2) s*(N1–C7) 0.10

[BPY]+[BF4]� � TS

LP(F1) s*(C2–H2) 1.18 LP(F1) s*(C2–N1) 0.43

LP(F1) s*(C4–C3) 0.11 LP(F1) p*(C20–C30) 0.10

LP(F1) p*(C2–N1) 0.19 LP(F1) s*(C20H20) 1.48

LP(F3) s*(C9–C8) 0.08 LP(F3) s*(C7–H71) 0.64

LP(F3) s*(C8–H81) 0.15 LP(F3) s*(C2–H2) 9.13

LP(F3) s*(C7–H72) 0.06 LP(F3) s*(C2–C3) 0.11

LP(F3) s*(C20–H20) 0.07 LP(F4) s*(C8–H81) 5.47

LP(F4) p*(C2–N1) 0.12 LP(F4) s*(C20–H20) 0.66

LP(F4) s*(C20–C30) 0.24 LP(F4) s*(S1–C50) 0.55

LP(F2) s*(C2–H2) 0.24 p(C4–C3) p*(C20–C30) 0.06

LP(F2) p*(C2–N1) 0.07 p(C5–C6) p*(C40–C50) 0.11

s(C9–H91) s*(S1–C20) 0.07 p*(C4–C3) p*(C20–C30) 1.51

p*(C2–N1) p*(C20–C30) 0.12 p*(C5–C6) p*(C40–C50) 0.46

p(C40–C50) p*(C4–C3) 0.86 p(C20–C30) p*(C4–C3) 0.54

p(C20–C30) p*(C5–C6) 0.05 p(C40–C50) p*(C5–C6) 0.14

LP(S1) p*(C2–N1) 0.27 LP(S1) s*(C9–H91) 0.64

[BPY]+[BF4]� � BT

LP(F1) s*(C4–C3) 0.27 LP(F1) s*(C3–H3) 0.48

LP(F1) p*(C4–C3) 0.22 LP(F1) s*(C2–N1) 0.22

LP(F1) p*(C2–N1) 0.08 LP(F1) s*(C2–H2) 0.08

LP(F1) s*(C8–H81) 0.10 LP(F1) s*(C70–H70) 0.39

LP(F3) s*(C2–H2) 7.01 LP(F3) s*(C2–C3) 0.06

LP(F3) p*(C2–N1) 0.20 LP(F3) s*(C8–H81) 1.75

LP(F4) p*(C2–N1) 1.15 LP(F3) s*(C70–H70) 0.15

LP(F4) s*(C70–H70) 1.03 LP(F4) s*(C8–H81) 2.05

LP(F4) s*(C8–H82) 0.08 LP(F4) s*(C20–S10) 0.17

LP(F4) p*(C60–C70) 0.06 LP(F4) s*(C60–C70) 0.05

LP(F2) s*(C8–H81) 0.06 LP(F2) p*(C2–N1) 0.13

LP(F2) s*(C2–H2) 0.09 p(C60–C70) p*(C2–N1) 0.05

p(C4–C3) p*(C7a–C3a) 0.13 p(C4–C3) p*(C60–C70) 0.27

p(C60–C70) s*(C3–H3) 0.05 p*(C4–C3) p*(C60–C70) 0.16

p(C50–C40) s*(C4–H4) 0.84 p(C60–C70) p*(C4–C3) 0.08

p(C30–C20) p*(C5–C6) 0.14 p(C7a–C3a) p*(C4–C3) 1.21

p(C7a–C3a) p*(C5–C6) 0.09 p(C3’–C2’) s*(C5–H5) 0.06

LP(S10) s*(C9–H91) 2.18

[BPY]+[BF4]� � DBT

LP(F1) p*(C2–N1) 0.12 LP(F1) s*(C2–H2) 0.10

LP(F1) s*(C8–H81) 0.06 s(C10–H101) s*(C80–H80) 0.11

LP(F3) s*(C90–H90) 1.67 LP(F3) s*(C10–H10) 1.63

LP(F3) p*(C2–N1) 1.40 LP(F3) s*(C8–H81) 0.73

LP(F3) s*(C10–H101) 0.13 LP(F3) s*(C8–H82) 0.09

LP(F4) s*(C10–H10) 0.15 LP(F4) s*(C2–H2) 5.38

LP(F4) s*(C8–H81) 4.08 LP(F4) p*(C2–N1) 0.15

LP(F4) s*(C2–C3) 0.05 LP(F2) s*(C2–H2) 0.13

LP(F2) p*(C110–C10) 0.14 LP(F2) s*(C4–C3) 0.24

LP(F2) s*(C3–H3) 0.44 LP(F2) p*(C4–C3) 0.19

LP(F2) s*(C2–N1) 0.18 LP(F2) s*(C8–H81) 0.09

LP(F2) p*(C2–N1) 0.06 LP(F2) s*(C110–C10) 0.06

LP(F2) s*(C10–H10) 0.08 s(C4–H4) p*(C120–C40) 0.09

p*(C120–C40) s*(C4–H4) 0.13 p*(C4–C3) s*(C40–H40) 0.15

p(C130–C100) p*(C4–C3) 0.47 p(C130–C100) p*(C5–C6) 0.51

p(C60–C70) s*(C5–H5) 0.08 p(C110–C10) p*(C5–C6) 0.06

p(C80–C90) s*(C9–H91) 1.19 p(C120–C40) s*(C4–H4) 0.39

p(C4–C3) p*(C130–C100) 0.17 s(C4–H4) p*(C110–C10) 0.10

s(C3–H3) p*(C110–C10) 0.06 s(C80–H80) s*(C9–H91) 0.07

p*(C4–C3) p*(C110–C10) 2.83 p*(C5–C6) p*(C80–C90) 0.06

s(C80–H80) s*(C9–H91) 0.08 p(C110–C10) p*(C2–N1) 0.06

s(C120–C40) s*(C5–H5) 0.07 p(C120–C40) s*(C6–N1) 0.07

p(C20–C30) s*(C3–H3) 0.06 s(C30–C40) s*(C5–H5) 0.06

s(C4–H4) s*(C5–H5) 0.32 s(C4–H4) s*(C6–N1) 0.17

R. Lü et al. / C. R. Chimie 16 (2013) 1118–11261122
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end of sulfur-involved interactions is BT > TS > DBT,
hich may be ascribed to steric hindrance.

In addition, the Wiberg bond index (WBI) [27] has been
sed to evaluate the number of covalent bonds, or evaluate
e strength of covalent bonds. The Wiberg bond index is

alculated as the sum of the quadratic non-diagonal
lements of the density matrix between two atoms. In p–p
tacking systems if the distance of a pair of atoms is within
.7 Å, there may be a special p–p stacking bond for this
air of atoms and ring bond strength should be evaluated
y the Wiberg bond index. So, we try to evaluate the ring
ond strengths of the present p–p stacking system with
e Wiberg bond index. Fig. 4 displays the Wiberg bond
dices (WBI) of ring bonds. The significant changes of WBI

f ring bonds may be ascribed to the p–p interactions.
here exist bond critical points of C50���C4, C20���C3 in
PY]+[BF4]�, C3’���C5, C7a���C4 in [BPY]+[BF4]�� BT, and

4���C110 in [BPY]+[BF4]� � DBT, their corresponding WBI
re 0.0035, 0.0054, 0.0006, 0.0032 and 0.0028, indicating
e occurrence of p–p interactions.
The WBI of the H���F interactions of [BPY]+[BF4]�,

PY]+[BF4]� � TS, [BPY]+[BF4]� – BT, [BPY]+[BF4]�� DBT
nd their corresponding interacting distances are shown

 Fig. 5. It can be seen that the WBI are correlated with
eir interacting distances. The higher the WBI, the longer

4.4. Topological properties analyses

The bond properties between each pair of atoms were
systematically analyzed using quantum theory of atoms in
molecules (AIM) [28], which is based on the topological
analysis of electron density (r) and of its Laplacian (52r) at

ig. 4. Wiberg bond indices of (a) pyridinium ring bonds of [BPY]+[BF4]�, [BPY]+[BF4]�� TS, [BPY]+[BF4]�� BT, and [BPY]+[BF4]��vDBT, (b) thiophenic ring

onds of TS and [BPY]+[BF4]�� TS, (c) benzothiophenic ring bonds of BT and [BPY]+[BF4]� – BT, and (d) dibenzothiophenic ring bonds of DBT and

PY]+[BF4]�� DBT. Color available on the web.
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Fig. 5. Relationship between F���H distances (Å) and their Wiberg bond
dices. Color available on the web.
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e bond critical points (BCPs). Covalent bonding is
aracterized by 52r < 0, while closed-shell bonding
teraction is characterized by density depletion in the
gion of contact of the two atoms and 52r > 0. Electron
nsity (r) is used to describe the strength of a bond, a
onger bond being associated with a larger value of r. The
nd characteristics for the TS, BT, DBT, [BPY]+[BF4]�,
PY]+[BF4]�� TS, [BPY]+[BF4]�� BT, [BPY]+[BF4]� � DBT

were provided in Table 2. The evidence of interactions
according to the AIM approach is the existence of a bond
path between two atoms and the existence of a bond
critical point (BCP) [29,30]. From the values of electron
density listed in Table 2, it can be concluded that
interactions between [BPY]+[BF4]� and TS, BT, DBT are
all closed-shell systems in terms of positive values of 52r.
A second AIM criterion to define hydrogen bond is that

ble 2

e topological properties of electron density (r), Laplacian of density (52r), Wiberg bond indices (WBI) of TS, BT, DBT, [BPY]+[BF4]�, [BPY]+[BF4]�� TS,

Y]+[BF4]�� BT, and [BPY]+[BF4]�� DBT (atomic units).

pecies X���Y cp type D/Å r 52r WBI

S TS ring (3, +1) ��� 0.03905 0.27129 ���

T TS ring (3, +1) ��� 0.03701 0.25568 ���
BZ ring (3, +1) ��� 0.02053 0.16178 ���

BT TS ring (3, +1) ��� 0.03517 0.24005 ���
BZ ring1 (3, +1) ��� 0.02072 0.16270 ���
BZ ring2 (3, +1) ��� 0.02072 0.16270 ���

BPY]+[BF4]� F1���H2 (3, �1) 2.337 0.01320 0.05963 0.0020

F1���H71 (3, �1) 2.246 0.01387 0.05191 0.0085

F4���H2 (3, �1) 1.861 0.02927 0.08921 0.0367

F4���H81 (3, �1) 2.506 0.00804 0.03312 0.0039

F2���H71 (3, �1) 2.246 0.01355 0.05211 0.0080

PY ring (3, +1) ��� 0.02211 0.17729 ���

BPY]+[BF4]�� TS F3���H71 (3, �1) 2.518 0.00797 0.03499 0.0017

F3���H2 (3, �1) 1.975 0.02353 0.07393 0.0234

F1���H2 (3, �1) 2.277 0.01303 0.05634 0.0048

F4���H81 (3, �1) 2.172 0.01529 0.05125 0.0127

F4���H20 (3, �1) 2.441 0.00922 0.04051 0.0049

F4���S1 (3, �1) 3.184 0.00651 0.03058 0.0029

F1���H20 (3, �1) 2.403 0.00911 0.03803 0.0025

S1���H91 (3, �1) 3.044 0.00573 0.00470 0.0025

C50 ���C4 (3, �1) 3.523 0.00523 0.01397 0.0035

C20 ���C3 (3, �1) 3.224 0.00769 0.02143 0.0054

PY ring (3, +1) ��� 0.02209 0.17742 ���
TS ring (3, +1) ��� 0.03901 0.27120 ���

BPY]+[BF4]�� BT F3���H2 (3, �1) 2.045 0.02068 0.06820 0.0179

F3���H81 (3, �1) 2.377 0.01027 0.04058 0.0052

F1���H3 (3, �1) 2.500 0.00884 0.04017 0.0015

F1���H70 (3, �1) 2.575 0.00662 0.02990 0.0021

F4���H81 (3, �1) 2.308 0.01194 0.04573 0.0059

F4���H70 (3, �1) 2.408 0.00957 0.03930 0.0037

F4���S10 (3, �1) 3.315 0.00502 0.02284 0.0019

H91���S10 (3, �1) 2.889 0.00771 0.02404 0.0062

C3’���C5 (3, �1) 3.759 0.00347 0.01057 0.0006

C4’��H4 (3, �1) 2.837 0.00646 0.02133 0.0016

C7a��C4 (3, �1) 3.214 0.00764 0.02276 0.0032

PY ring (3, +1) ��� 0.02211 0.17759 ���
TS ring (3, +1) ��� 0.03735 0.25561 ���
BZ ring (3, +1) ��� 0.02079 0.16179 ���

BPY]+[BF4]�� DBT F4���H2 (3, �1) 2.116 0.01774 0.06064 0.0145

F4���H81 (3, �1) 2.212 0.01445 0.05040 0.0100

F2���H3 (3, �1) 2.526 0.00827 0.03784 0.0014

F2���H10 (3, �1) 2.642 0.00657 0.03002 0.0009

F3���H10 (3, �1) 2.365 0.01029 0.03987 0.0052

F3���C2 (3, �1) 2.870 0.01000 0.03990 0.0072

F3���H81 (3, �1) 2.445 0.00938 0.03995 0.0027

F3���H101 (3, �1) 2.880 0.00364 0.01700 0.0005

F3���H90 (3, �1) 2.369 0.00935 0.03818 0.0040

C80 ����H91 (3, �1) 2.729 0.00741 0.02512 0.0021

C4���C110 (3, �1) 3.205 0.00754 0.02489 0.0028

PY ring (3, +1) ��� 0.02210 0.17737 ���
TS ring (3, +1) ��� 0.03529 0.23886 ���
BZ ring1 (3, +1) ��� 0.02094 0.16305 ���
BZ ring2 (3, +1) ��� 0.02097 0.16353 ���
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lectron density (r) and the Laplacian of electron density
2r) at BCP must be within 0.002 � 0.035 au and

.024 � 0.139 au ranges, respectively [29,30]. These values
re within the commonly accepted values, indicating the
ccurrence of hydrogen bonding interactions in these
ystems. Bond critical points are F4���H2’, F4���S1, F1���H2’,
1���H91, C5’���C4, C2’���C3 in [BPY]+[BF4]� � TS, F1���H7’,
4���H7’, F4���S1’, H91���S1’, C3’���C5, C4’��H4, C7a��C4 in
PY]+[BF4]� – BT, and F2���H1’, F3���H1’, F3���H9’, C8’���H91,

4���C11’ in [BPY]+[BF4]� � DBT, demonstrating that p���p
teractions occur between [BPY]+[BF4]� and TS, BT, DBT.

he tendency of sulfur-involved interactions between TS,
T, DBT and [BPY]+[BF4]� is BT > TS > DBT, in agreement
ith NBO analyses.

As can be seen in Table 2, the values of electron
ensity for hydrogen bonding interactions in all config-
rations decrease with increasing interacting distances.
his decrease in electron density in BCPs can be ascribed
o a decrease in interaction energy. For hydrogen
onds, there is a correlation between the interaction
istances and topological parameters at the BCPs [31,32].
ere, the existence of such a correlation has been

hecked for configurations [BPY]+[BF4]�, [BPY]+[BF4]� �
S, [BPY]+[BF4]�� BT, and [BPY]+[BF4]�� DBT. Fig. 6
resents the linear correlation between F���H distances
nd their corresponding ln(rb) values in [BPY]+[BF4]�,
PY]+[BF4]� � TS, [BPY]+[BF4]�� BT, and [BPY]+[BF4]� �

BT, confirming the dependence of hydrogen bonding
trength on their distances.

5. Conclusions

In order to understand the nature of the interactions
between N-butylpyridinium tetrafluoroborate ([BPY]+

[BF4]�) and thiophene (TS), benzothiophene (BT), diben-
zothiophene (DBT), the structures of [BPY]+[BF4]�,
[BPY]+[BF4]� � TS, [BPY]+[BF4]�� BT, and [BPY]+[BF4]� �
� DBT were optimized using density functional theory,
and the most stable geometries were discussed in terms
of NBO and AIM analyses. The bond length, electron
density at bond critical points and Wiberg bond index
(WBI) were obtained. The results show that the multiple
intermolecular hydrogen bonds play an important role in
stabilizing the [BPY]+[BF4]� pair. NBO and AIM analyses
proved that the p���p and hydrogen bonding interactions
occur between [BPY]+[BF4]� and TS, BT, DBT. The order
of the involved hydrogen interactions between
[BPY]+[BF4]� and TS, BT, DBT is DBT > BT > TS in terms
of WBI.
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ig. 6. Regression plots between the F���H distances (Å) and the corresponding values of ln(rb) of (a) [BPY]+[BF4]�, (b) [BPY]+[BF4]�� TS, (c)
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